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IMAGES OF CHILDBIRTH IN 


MODERN MEXICAN ART 
By Dina Comisarenco Mirkin 


F ear and anxiety about women's sexuality and reproductive 
powers are age-old and transcultural, resulting in countless 
rites and taboos surrounding birth. Visual images that 


openly deal with the theme are scarce. However, special cultural 
circumstances brought the theme of childbirth into the iconogra- 
phy of modem Mexican art. 


An important pre-Columbian artistic tradition of childbirth im- 


agery in Mexico' favored its reappearance, reworked according to 


changing historical circumstances, although the psychological ele- 
ment found in the ancient objects was never abandoned complete- 
ly. In particular, the pervasive implications of the Aztec goddess of 
both childbirth and filth, Tlazolteotl (Fig. 1), offered Mexican 
artists a common ground to explore some of the symbolic applica- 
tions and implications of childbirth in contemporary life. Never far 
from the surface are associations with pain, abjection, and rage. 


Some biblical associations between sin and childbirth carried 


by the Spaniards to the New World during the 16th century rein- 
forced and also transformed some of the ideas symbolized by Tla- 
zolteotl. Influenced by this double-sourced identification between 
birth and outrage, artists of the modern Mexican movement trans- 
formed the old childbirth iconography into an extraordinarily per- 
suasive motif, relating it to the violence that permeated the social- 


political events of the first half of the 20th century. 
Female and male artists 


encoded different gender 
.--. 1_- Gconcepts into their childbirth 


metaphors, but in general 


l -t ge-t- v tm vantage point of the observer 
y rather than the mother. This 


l ~ i.?f,:-'~--t^ . ~. 3 outsider perspective might 
explain the monstrous inter- 
pretations of birth that artists 
of both genders have appro- 
priated in their works, equat- 
ing childbirth not with cre- 
ativity but with some kind of 


~:~ ,,, :i, _ ....[% social brutalitv. 
Tlazolteotl's squattinlg po- 


sition conflates birth and filth. 
This posture, often adopted 
by indigenous Mexican 
women for childbirth since 


pre-Columbian times, is the 
same position used for human 
defecation. According to Sig- 
mund Freud, children believe 
that "the birth of a child takes 


Fig. 1. Goddess Tlozolteotl in the Act of place by the bowel: that is to 


Childbirth, early-i 6th century, aplite say, that the baby is produced 
speckled with garnets, 20 cm. h. like a piece of feces."2 This 


Photo: Courtesy Salomon Grimberg. "sewage theorv" of birth actu- 


ally is reflected in the myths of many primitive societies,3 whose 


legends hold that birth is a natural act, comparable with defeca- 
tion, in contrast to cultural performances, which are the privilege 
of men. Such a mythology was most likely part of Aztec belief, re- 


sulting in the figure of Tlazolteotl. 
As is common among patriarchal societies, the Aztecs, in con- 


solidating male dominance, most likely transformed, symbolically, 
taboos related to menstruation and childbirth into "unclean," 
"shameful," and "dangerous" acts, all of which entered religious 
ritual. Women's creative powers were thus diminished, with fe- 
males considered as mere procreators whose primary role was to 


produce warriors. 
The terrible aspect of the feminine embodied in Tlazolteotl is 


evident in her graphic depiction in the 16th-centurv Codex Bor- 
bonicus, in which she is shown covered by the skin of a sacrificial 
victim associated with the Xipe Totec rituals of springtime/rebirth. 
Alana Cordy-Collins reports that in the Aztec pantheon 


Tlazolteotl had a counterpart to her persona of life-giver: Tlalte- 


cuhtli, conceptualized as a great toad.... In female guise the goddess 
was the Earth Mother, the source of life. As the great toad with its 


flanged and gaping jaws, she was the earth Monster, the taker of 
life. Thus was the earth personified during Aztec times, it was that 


from which all life came and that to which all life returned.' 


The Aztecs' limitation of women's life to the sphere of repro- 
duction was reinforced by the conquerors' Catholicism. Their bib- 
lical narrative identified Eve, the first woman, as responsible for 
man's fall from paradise, and in response to her disobedience and 


original sin, God punished all women with painful childbirth. Ac- 


cording to the Christian doctrine, only the Virgin Mary, because of 
her purity, could give birth without pain. Thus, in Christian 


iconography, scenes depicting Christ's birth are imbued with 


peace and joy. Mary's dispensation from the pangs of childbirth 
contrasts with the experience of most wNomen: Eve and her proge- 
ny were cursed, the pains and blood of procreation thus associat- 


ing women with all that is base. This adverse paradigm applies to 
many of the childbirth images produced in Mexico during the 
course of the 20th century. 


One of the earliest, most influential childbirth images pro- 
duced in modern Mexico is Frida Kahlo's (1907-54) My Birth 
(1932; Fig. 2). In this extraordinary autobiographical piece creat- 
ed soon after her traumatic miscarriage in Detroit and immediate- 
ly after her own mother's death, Kahlo has captured the proximity 
of the relationship between the experiences of birth and death. 


Births are still accompanied by concerns for the well being of 
both mother and child. Symbolically, birth implies the death of the 
woman's pregnant self, of the physical bond with the fetus. In 
Kahlo's painting physical death becomes the symbolic expression of 
the artist's unresolved identity. She depicts three female protago- 
nists, aligned in successive planes on the vertical central axis of the 


composition: the newborn, the mother, and the saint. The dead 
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newborn refers of course to 
Kahlo's recent miscarriage, but 
the title and the baby's facial 
features identify her as the artist 
herself. The parturient dead 
mother is at once Kahlo's dead 
mother and Kahlo giving birth 
to her dead child, an event that 
made her wish she too was 
dead. Above, the Mater Do- 
lorosa, who symbolically mourns 
for her dead son, can be inter- 
preted as Kahlo's third alter ego, 
mourning the death of her dead 
baby, her mother, and herself. 


Judith Kegan Gardiner has 
pointed out that "in the Oedipus 
myth, the son murders his father 
in order to replace him. Con- 
trastingly, in the new woman's 
myth, the daughter 'kills' her 
mother in order not to have to 
take her place."6 This dynamic, 


i 
i 


Fig. 2. Frida Kahlo, My Birth (193 
Private Collection, 


found frequently in the fiction 
of 20th-century women, takes on a new dimension in Kahlo's pictor- 
ial work. Motherhood, the main role assigned to women, is often a 
source of identification and reconciliation between antagonistic 
mothers and daughters. When author Jill Johnston asked herself, 
"How do we get lost and become ourselves at the same time?" she 
answered: "To be at once the mother and not the mother. To be- 
come one's own mother."7 Kahlo's awareness of her inability to fol- 
low her own mother into motherhood symbolically gave birth to her 
new identity as an artist who "gave birth to herself."8 In this way the 
culturally learned desire to give birth continued to inform Kahlo's 
art and life, filling it with a fruitful tension between creativity and 
procreativity. 


When Diego Rivera ' 
referred to his wife as ^ A1: ' i. 


- 


"The only woman who . 
has expressed in her art 
the feelings, functions, ." I 
and creative power of 
women,"9 he entered an' . 
ambiguous territory, - 
where conscious and un-. , 
conscious feelings and . 
ideas did not always co- 
incide. These remarks 


: 


about his wife's creativi- 


ty contrast with the cou- 
ple's feelings of impo- t 
tence over the recent ; 
loss of their child. Did 7. 
Rivera imply that :X: 
Kahlo's inability to have 
a child epitomized her ^ - , 


incomplete creative 


power? Or did he view it 
as giving her the psycho- i 
logical freedom to be- 
come an artist? Was this 
male artist jealous of this Fig. 3. David Alfaro Siqueiros, The Birth of I 
"unnatural" invasion of Sala de Arte P6blico 


r 


s_ 
Fasc 
) Sic 
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,-. his preserve by his "little" wife? 
i:i|3~g~ ~~Kahlo did not find in the 


Mexican artistic tradition the vo- 


~iW~~~ ~~cabulary she needed to narrate 
her most private experiences.'? 
Her depiction of herself from 
the obstetrician's perspective of 


-'-,:, g the Aztec master who created 
Tlazolteotl instead of from that 


? ~i 1^^ Lof her own suffering self is in 
part responsible for Rivera's in- 
terpretation of the work. Seen 


r :: <-:^& 
' from this "outsider" perspective, ?"' '* 


"| - ~birth is not a joyful moment in 
which a woman feels like an ir- 
replaceable link in the cycle of 


!I Rl t life but a monstrous event, filled 
;F^! 
-3 with pain, blood, and death. In- 


. fluenced by her personal frustra- 
tions with regard to both her 
own mother and her experience 


2), oil on metal, 123/" x 14". of unfulfilled maternity, she United States. gave Tlazolteotl a new, provoca- 
tive interpretation. 


The religious ex-voto style of the Mater Dolorosa image both con- 
tradicts and capitalizes on some of the foundations of Christian doc- 
trine. To the doctrinal Seven Pains of Mary, Kahlo added the pains 
of childbirth by which God is supposed to have punished women for 
their sinful nature. Kahlo's simultaneous identification and rejection 
with both the symbolic holy woman on the wall and the ordinary par- 
turient in bed bespeaks of the contradictory pressures that Mexican 
women have been subjected to since colonial times. 


David Alfaro Siqueiros (1896-1974) used the theme of mother- 
hood to symbolize his sympathies with the proletariat. In 1936, 
while directing the Experimental Workshop in New York, 


Siqueiros produced a 


.~," . .S a a-* new version of the _ ?_ ' .... fl ^theme in The Birth of 


LU ." " 
"::""' Fascism (Fig. 3). Unlike 


his previous compas- 
sionate images, this ma- 
ternity represented cap- 


!: ' ' "4..'.... ~:.,italism and its evil off- 
_ , spring. As Siqueiros ex- 


... : " plained: "The fruit of the capitalist catastro- 


,C phe flails about in the 
_?>s , < shipwreck of all its de- 


mocratic concepts and 
of all its 'civilization' as a 
global historical fact."" 
Making use of his newly 
discovered "controlled 
accident"-throwing 
and dripping pyroxaline 
paint and nitrocellulose 
lacquers-Siqueiros 
created a stormy sea to 
symbolize the chaos be- 
ing created in the world 
by the rise of fascism. 


:ism (1936), pyroxaline on wood, 24' x 30'. The Statue of Liberty, 
lueiros, Mexico City. all but its head beneath 
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water, signified "the present 
bankruptcy of all public free- ^ - 
doms"; the boulder represented !- 
Lenin's characterization of the 
Soviet Union as "an unmovable 
rock able to resist all storms." = 
The grotesque birthing woman, : , 
at the lower center of the paint- .v \ 


. 


ing represents capitalist society, / 
Siqueiros's main target.'2 I 


Siqueiros called this figure . - 
an old prostitute who while . , 


trying to save herself in a ship- \ 
wrecked raft, gives a monstrous 
birth to a three-headed being: I 
Mussolini, Hitler, and the Yan- '~^ Y 
kee Hearst."'3The bloody child- 
bearing act of this repulsive fig- '- _ 


. 


ure results in the emergence of - 
the monstrous figures who will 
destroy the shipwrecked world. Fig. 4. Leopoldo M6ndez and Pa 
With her hideous facial expres- approx. 13' x 36' (det.). Ins 
sion, distorted body, and impu- Mexico Ci 
dent posture,"4 she is a paradig- 
matic expression of the negative character of the feminine: the 
"terrible mother" who, in this case, gives birth to dreadful, de- 
structive beings. 


In The Birth of Fascism Siqueiros reestablishes a disturbing 
analogy between making war and bearing children, which seems 
to have some archetypal basis.15 The linguistic metaphors that 
unite the sufferings of fighting men and the painful labor of child- 
birth link the horror that both instances commonly inspire in men. 
Siqueiros appropriated this metaphoric parallel in his work, show- 
ing the terror in both irrational, repugnant events. 


Siqueiros's image of the "old prostitute" giving birth in a stormy 
sea equates women and nature, the female embodying its instinctu- 
al, amoral, and uncontrollable aspects, in contrast with the "civi- 
lized" world usually associated with men.16 Here the powerful ma- 
ternal womb/ocean, 
symbol of procreation, _ 
threatens our civiliza- 
tion, whose creation has P 
sought to tame nature's 
destructive powers. The i, 
Statue of Liberty, a cul- _ 
tural symbol of freedom, ^ 
succumbs to the aggres- i|: | 
sion of this "natural" out- ' 
come of the capitalist so- 
ciety. The "rock" of the 
Soviet Union is the only 
element able to survive 
the storm because its 
communist system, in B 
Siqueiros's perspective, 
has a higher degree of 
cultural development 
and is the only bastion of 
civilized life that can 
control these destructive 
forces of nature. 


It is paradoxical that Fig. 5. Rufino Tamayo, Birth of Ou 
in spite of his creating 17' x 37' (det.). Palac 


0 


iblo 
titutc 


ity, 


r Nc 


e of 


many elevating images of wom- 
anhood,': even motherhood, 
Siqueiros could not escape 
some of the atavistic notions of 
fear about women's power of 
reproduction. The Birth of Fas- 
cism echoes Tlazolteotl's associ- 


- ., Ah ations with lust and "filth" (here 


'" . 
', , | capitalism) and at the same time 


l ' ;^^ L-9 I elaborates on the Judeo-Christ- " 
\ ̂ ^'|-l-?m ian tradition that punishes the 


/^ - -P ~female temptress."' 
fi . r: - Leopoldo Mendez (1902-68) 


rVS' iW and Pablo O'Higgins (1904-83) 
used the theme of childbirth as 


lr;> 
-X i a propaganda tool to help dif- 


C" ?y =_L 1|j fuse some of the social gains of 
the Mexican Revolution. Ac- 


:' 
- .. _ - - cording to Bernard Myers, their 


Motherhood (1946; Fig. 4) "re- 
O'Higgins, Motherhood (1946), fleets the effort of the govern- 


Medico del Seguro Social, ment to extend to the Mexican 


lestroyed. people the benefits of social se- 


curity, free medical care, [and] 
increased educational opportunity."'" Stylistically, claims Myers, 
the work fits within the tendency of the times: a "Rivera-derived 
decorativeness supplemented by a stiff monumentality based on 
the early Orozcos of the Preparatory School." In this case, he con- 
tinued, "the artists have managed to exorcise Riverism by admit- 


ting more of the Orozco influence, ... and above all, they have 
achieved a more dynamic approach."2' 


Mexico's rapid turn toward industrialization during and immedi- 


ately after the Second World War called for urgent social reforms 
to heal the resulting inequities. Myers cites the O'Higgins-Mendez 
mural as an example of the artistic works that reflected government 
measures taken in response to the new conditions brought by Mex- 
ican industrial development and the inflation that followed, in this 
case documenting the benefits brought by social security and free 


medical care. However, 


,.:.i '~ :-r--~~ i '- ' .......... .the sterile portrayal of a 
birthing scene that ex- 
cludes the mother be- 
speaks of the alienation 
and dehumanization 
that came with progress. 


The strong beams of 
artificial light that illu- 
minate the scenes and 
the antiseptic white 
gowns, masks, and 
gloves of the physicians 
and nurses fill the mur- 
al with a cold, dramatic 
atmosphere. The red- 
dish background, sug- 
gesting daily dealings 
with the blood of life 
and death, contrasts 
with the cool surgical 
procedures. Mother- 
hood makes clear that 


itionality (1952), acrylic on canvas, birthing is no longer 
Fine Arts, Mexico City. women's wonderful and 
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mysterious domain but 
a socially controlled 3 ' B 
act. The event is not 
narrated from a - 
woman's vantage point 
but, instead, is ana- i:-- 
lyzed from the emo- P i.i - 
tionally distanced per- 
spective of the medical i 
team. Through the de- . . 
piction of a birthing !i ! 
scene the mural pro- 
claims the key values ^; t 
of a new, industrialized - 
Mexico as technologi- ; 
cal development and 


professional efficiency. '. 
Once again, the paint- 
ing states a dichotomy ; 
between nature and -VI.'WL_ 


' 
:, . i 


culture, and again, the . 
positive value is as- - 


signed to culture. Fig. 6. Diego Rivera, The History c 
The break with the approx. 24' x 35' (det.). L 


Revolutionary tradition 
and the emergence of the new international modernist style in Mex- 
ican art is epitomized by Rufino Tamayo's mural painted at govern- 
mental invitation in the Palace of Fine Arts of Mexico City, which 
also housed works by Rivera and Orozco. In 1952, Tamayo (1899- 
1991) created Birth of Our Nationality (Fig. 5), and the following 
year completed the complementary panel Mexico Today. Myers 
called Tamayo's and Siqueiros's murals significant steps in the "evo- 
lution of moder Mexican art. Within the compass of the contempo- 
rary world idiom, they retain not only the narrative content of Mexi- 
can history but also the flavor and color of that country.'' 


Evidence of the continuity between artists of the Revolution 
and semi-abstract modernists can be found in Tamayo's childbirth 
metaphor, which symbolizes the origins of the Mexican sense of 
identity. Tamayo's dead and fragmented birthing woman in the 
lower right recalls Kahlo's My Birth. The chaotic mauve and blue 
setting is reminiscent of Siqueiros's stormy sea in The Birth of Fas- 
cisml. The obstetric position of the women in all of these paintings 
has as its source Tlazolteotl, from which all of the artists seem to 
have drawn inspiration.2' 


The pairs of opposites in Tamayo's paintings suggest the Mexi- 
can people's search for a national 
identity: The sun is set against the 
moon, a classical column against a ,_ 
native wall, a lemon yellow (light) _.- 
background against a lilac and 
blue (dark) foreground. The uni- 
versality of Tamayo's depiction 
lies, as Antonio Rodriguez has 
pointed out, not only in his objec- 
tive assessment of the brutality of 
colonization but in his focus on f 
the "irresistible impact of two 
worlds in collision."23 Although . 


- 


the Indian mother is dead, she . 
has replaced herself. The Mexi- 
can nation is born out of this clash | 
of cultures, and this early violence 
survives in its troubled present. Fig. 7. Fanny Rabel, Birth (1966), o 


of M 
a Rc 


il or 
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Rivera's (1886-1957) 
mural, The History of 
Medicine in Mexico 
(1953; Fig. 6), has as its 
main organizing figure 
a giant birthing scene 


featuring Tlazolteotl. 
The internationalizing 
political and economic 


sponse?~ t Tmytrends during the 
Miguel Aleman admin- 
istration (1946-52)"- 
brought with them the 
international modernist 
style in art. Rivera, in 
appropriating the ar- 
chaeologically accurate 
figure of Tlazolteotl in 


sim r viewoint2 the Hospital de la 
C cLurav pracce ontheL ghi Raza's mural rejects 


this trend. I suggest 
that Rivera's faithful 


4edicine in Mexico 11953), fresco, copy of Tlazolteotl is 
aza Hospital, Mexico City. not only another inci- 


dent of the indigenist 
versus internationalist battle in Mexican art but Rivera's personal re- 
sponse to Tamayo's imagery in his government-commissioned 
Palace of Fine Arts's mural. Reacting to Tamayo's modernist repre- 
sentation of the birth of the Mexican nation, Rivera presented a 
more nationalist, literal version of the theme. 


In The History of Medicine in Mexico Rivera, too, expanded on 
the themes of social security, free medical care, and maternity-all 
preoccupations of the Aleman government-but from a pes- 
simistic, antimodernist viewpoint.2' The depictions of pre- 
Columbian curative practices on the right side of Rivera's mural 
greatly contrast with the scenes of modern medicine shown on the 
left. The traumatic personal experience of Rivera and Kahlo dur- 
ing her hospital stay in that great industrial center, Detroit, set the 
the tone for the dehumanized Cesarean operation depicted by 
Rivera as metaphor for Mexico's industrialization. The happy, har- 
monious scene depicting a natural birth, in which the parturient 
woman is assisted by two women (resembling Rivera's daughters), 
confers the pre-Columbian side of the mural with the artist's char- 
acteristically utopian view of a romanticized Mexican past. 


Rivera took the central monumental image of Tlazolteotl from 
the Codex Borbonicus. She is the 


........... . '---__goddess of medicine, the giver 
-_.-:. and taker of life. In Rivera's work 


Tlazolteotl becomes a symbol of 
the power of the modern state, 
the arbitrary administrator of so- 
cial justice. 


Fanny Rabel's (b. 1924) Birth 
(1966; Fig. 7) takes a different 
direction. It is a testimony to the 
psychological and biological real- 


! !1 1b; ity of birth as experienced by a 
female artist.26 Rabel, who stud- 


..j 


4:_. 


~ied with Rivera and Kahlo and 
assisted Siqueiros, sought to doc- 
ument the reality she saw in the 
streets of Mexico, a reality that is 


n canvas. Max Pottolarek Collection. filtered through a female sensi- 
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Fig. 9. Alfredo Castanieda, Great Birth (1983), oil on canvas, 47/4" x 47/4". 
Collection Secretaria de Hacienda y Credito Publico, Mexico City. 


bility.27 Her Mexican street scenes do not just record the hard- 


ships of life: they are compassionate interpretations of humankind 
and, in particular, motherhood. 


Rabel's own experience undoubtedly informed Birth. The 
mother is very much in evidence, her power metaphorically allud- 
ed to by her magnified proportions, which fill the pictorial surface. 
The connection between mother and child and the intimacy of 
birth are captured in the womblike interior space that Rabel has 
recreated in plastic terms with undulating interwoven lines." 


Neither mediated by pre-Columbian or Christian paradigms of 
the theme, nor tinted by archetypal associations with moral trans- 


gression and violence, Rabel's Birth is a highly personal, poetic 
work.29 By showing the mother protectively enclosing her newborn, 
Rabel suggests that motherhood does not end with childbirth. 


Alejandro Colunga's (b. 1948) The Circus's Oldest Woman 
(1975; Fig. 8) also explores some of the psychological realities of 
motherhood, but his perspective is more sociological. Colunga 
was the eighth child of a religious family, and most of his imagi- 
native works are meant to uncover some of the assumptions and 
biases that were an important part of his early Catholic educa- 
tion.3" In The Circus's Oldest Wonman, motherhood becomes the 
main target of disclosure, with an image derived from something 
Colunga witnessed in 1968, when he quit his academic studies to 


join the circus: 


There was a woman who traveled with the circus. She was the 
mother of one of the members and was extremely old, in her 90s. 
She was completely bald and senile. They put her in a chair and 
she sat in the sun all day. She could hardly see or hear. She 
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Fig. 8. Alejandro Colunga, The Circus's Oldest Woman (1975), oil on canvas, 
241/2" x 39". 


smoked constantly and imagined that she was a young woman giv- 
ing birth to children. She would have a doll and pull it outfrom 
beneath her dress.3' 


Senility and madness, although unquestionably personal phenom- 
ena, may at times reflect the social and political environment. In- 
deed, Colunga's figure documents a woman with hallucinations 
about her generative powers, considered essential to Mexican pa- 
triarchal society and, indeed, universally associated with the idea 
of womanhood. 


Surely the dramatic contrast between the old woman's birth 
fantasies and the proximity of death that must have inspired this 


moving work also raised profound psychological and anthropologi- 
cal questions: Was the woman's obsession with birth a reenact- 
ment of her happiest moments? Or was childbirth her most dread- 
ful and traumatic experience? And by constantly repeating the act 
of childbirth, was she trying, symbolically, to win her battle against 
the passage of time and death? 


Colunga replaced some of the actual details with references to 


pre-Columbian artifacts. Instead of a doll being pulled from be- 
neath her dress as in the woman's birthing fantasies, the phallic- 
shaped baby seems to emerge by itself from a boxlike cavity. 
There are pre-Columbian female figurines with caselike slots that 


carry removable babies,32 and Colunga's baby resembles these. Its 


phallic shape, reinforced by the presence of the cigarette at the 
woman's mouth, seems to allude to the Freudian theory of birth as 
woman's solution to her penis envy. Colunga's image is not a ten- 
der, mythic scene of motherhood but a reflection on the contra- 
dictions to which the maternal role is subject in modern life. 
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Surrealist artist Alfredo Castafieda's (b. 1938) contribution to 
the visual dialogue on the theme of childbirth in Mexican art, 
Great Birth (1983; Fig. 9), draws on Kahlo's My Birth and her 
Aztec source, Tlazolteotl. By transforming these works in a hu- 
morous way, Castafeda alludes to some of the ideological and 


gender biases employed by his male predecessors. His precise, 
naive paintings recall Mexican devotional art and often include re- 


ligious characters or written references to mystical texts. 
In Great Birth a crouching nude male, positioned against an 


old wall, gives birth to his own image. There is no third mystical 
alter ego like in Kahlo's My Birth. Rather, a written inscription in 
old-fashioned circus type leads to a possible interpretation: This is 
no ordinary birth but "the great Birth," suggesting a transcenden- 
tal meaning. The reference could even allude to the Judeo-Christ- 
ian creation myth, which is here given an ironic reinterpretation: 
As God created man in his own image, Castafieda creates himself 
in his. The male figure omnipotently procreates another male 
while, at the same time, he is able to remain in possession of the 
"word," a metaphor for the symbolic order that allows the creation 
of culture. 


Male appropriation of reproductive functions was also symboli- 
cally enacted during Aztec times: 


During the harvest ritual, in the month of September, [the Aztecs] 
used to enact a grand cultural drama of the conception and birth of 
the maize god. A priest, dressed in the skin of a sacrificed woman 
who had previously performed the role of the earth goddess, Tla- 
zolteotl, imitated in a very realistic way, by squatting on the floor 
in front of the Great Temple, how the goddess conceived the maize 


god, who was begotten by the sun god, which was represented by 
phallic dances. Another priest embodied the newborn maize god, 
who struggled symbolically in fights representing the dangers that 
menaced the harvests.:3 


Like the priest of Aztec times, 
Castafieda appropriates the 


procreative power of women, 
while, at the same time, by . 
personifying his penis with a 
bearded head, he asserts his 
maleness. 


In her painting, The Cara- 
van (1986; Fig. 10), Dulce 
Maria Nuniez (b. 1950) traces 
her family lineage back to the ,"T " 


' 


Aztec goddess of childbirth. 
She incorporates images of 
Tlazolteotl, her parents at dif- 
ferent periods of their lives, 
her self-portrait as a young girl 
superimposed on the image of 
the Iztaccihuatl (the Aztec 


"sleeping woman"), and a 
desert caravan.34 Niufiez be- 
lieves that "in Mexico, in par- 
ticular, the present is a contin- 
uation of the past."35 


The superimposition of the . 
Iztaccihuatl on her youthful 
self-portrait is an interesting 
iconographic aspect of the 
work. During pre-Hispanic Fig. 10. Dulce Maria Nunez, The Co 
times Iztaccihuatl was consid- 341/4" x 321/2". Collection Jaime 


ered Popocatepetl's wife and venerated by the cultures of the 


highlands. The story of Iztaccihuatl and Popocatepetl ("the smok- 


ing mountain") refers to the gods' punishment of disobedient 


young lovers and to their triumph over death, since as mountains 


they remained united for eternity. Nunfiez's decision to mount her 


image with the Iztaccihuatl volcano in the background suggests 
feelings of penance, solitude, and hope. 


To recognize oneself as a progeny of the goddess of birth and 
filth is a highly original and suggestive theme. At one level Niuiez 
uses Tlazolteotl to help explain the origins of some of the contra- 
dictions within Mexican society, and at a more subjective level she 
could be referring to her doubts concerning her role within the 


procession of generations symbolized by the caravan. 
The origins of childbirth's adverse imagery in 20th-century 


Mexican art can be traced to pre-Hispanic and colonial notions that 
survived the Mexican Independent and Revolutionary periods. 
Both Tlazolteotl and the semidivine Virgin Mary, transported to 
Mexico from Europe during the Conquest years, typify the con- 


trasting female stereotypes that deeply influenced Mexican culture 


throughout its history. The artistic depictions of the "terrible," sin- 
ful Tlazolteotl, and the "good," sinless Mary became important ob- 


jects of analysis and inspiration for moder Mexican artists as they 
dealt with their personal and national identities and with their roles 
as creators and procreators. Tlazolteotl and the Virgin birth offered 
artists themes through which to investigate and express some of 
their own beliefs concerning the origins of human life and violence, 
both at a personal and societal level. In their works, childbirth, gen- 
der socialization, and contemporary collective processes were par- 
alleled as interchangeable elements of a persuasive metaphor with 
a profound psychological and cultural basis. - 
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